Amendment No. 1
to
Request for Proposal RFP No. taqarib-Libya-2021-009 - Playground Equipment, Benches
and Trash Receptables
RFP Issuance Date: February 4, 2021
Amendment 1 Issuance Date: February 15, 2021
This Amendment is issued to:
1- To clarify questions submitted during the Bidders Conference
2- Response to the Questions and Answers deadline as per RFP.

The details of the questions and answers are as follows:
1. Answers to Questions

Question # 1:
Answer # 1:

Question # 2:

Answer # 2:

Question # 3:

Answer # 3:

Question # 4:

If we are awarded the procurement, is it possible to deliver the items in
batches, and without asking for the delivered items payment.
DAI/Taqarib policy doesn’t allow to pay any awarded agreement without
the delivery of the items required. We don’t object to receive awarded
items in batches, as long as the whole items are delivered within the agreed
delivery timeline for the awarded agreement.
The vendor asked whether any dimension variations will affect their
proposal evaluation?
DAI/Taqarib, response to the question on dimensions is to provide the
minimum requirements as mentioned in the RFP. In case of any slight
decrease it may be taken into consideration, however given an example for
Monkey Bars dimensional specification mentioned in the RFP as Length
3.4m, if the vendor provides 4m the proposal will still be technically
acceptable. If the length proposed by vendor for the similar example is
given 1.5m it will not be technically acceptable. NOTE: the quality of the
material MUST be according to the specs provided.
The vendor asked if installation is required at the delivery site. Will it be
required to deliver items to DAI/Taqarib warehouse or targeted
Municipalities?
No installation is required, and delivery will be at DAI/ Taqarib
Warehouse. It will be handled by the targeted Municipality and User
Manual /Guide is essential in the requirements of the proposal and shall be
in English and preferably in Arabic Language to allow targeted
municipality to easily install without complications.
Regarding the target delivery time and targeted price.

Answer # 4:

Question # 5:
Answer # 5:
Question # 6:
Answer # 6:

Question # 7:
Answer # 7:
Question # 8:
Answer # 8:
Question # 9:
Answer # 9:
Question # 10:
Answer # 10:

The required delivery time is mentioned in the RFP 8 weeks or better is
preferable. Taqarib cannot disclose to vendors targeted cost for their
proposals.
Based on the advertising located / announced at Libyan tenders website,
we are asking you kindly to consider our company one of the interested
companies to join the announced / titled bid.
The published tender advertisement is to allow open participation for all
companies and vendors to send their biddings.
Is possible to offer similar products? Can we offer multiple choice for each
items?
Yes, you may offer similar products as long as the quality of the material
remains the same. Offerors MUST include pictures of the items proposed
as well.
The installation is excluded?
Yes, please see question number 3.
Do you also need safety surface?
No.
Is there any budget?
DAI/Taqarib policy does not allow for the budget to be shared.
There is no factory in Libya that makes toys of this quality for children. It
will be imported from Turkey. Do you have any suggestions?
DAI/Taqarib can purchase goods and services from any area or country
including the cooperating country, but excluding Prohibited Countries
which are Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria. Please see detailed
information under Geographic Code in the RFP.

Except as provided herein, all other terms and conditions of the basic RFP remains
unchanged

